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Introduction 

In the developed world, linked data offers significant opportunities for creating, sharing            

and managing information. Having access to powerful hardware and a stable Internet connection             

with sufficient bandwidth enables the ability to access and interact with the Semantic Web.              

However, this infrastructure is not available to the same extent in developing countries. Linked              

data must be “downscaled” to allow its use in these low-resource infrastructures.1 An example of               

downscaling linked data is the creation of a communication protocol that allows Semantic data to               

be sent via SMS.2 While the data is still stored on the Web (e.g. in Triple Stores), HTTP/SMS                  

converters are put in place that allow phone numbers to request and receive this data.  

The ability to access linked data is one prerequisite to reap its benefits, another              

prerequisite is to be able to understand the various concepts that are present in a linked data                 

resource. In the developed world, something written in English can be understood by the              

majority of people. In the developing parts of the world however, illiteracy and language barriers               

are access barriers to the Web.3 As long as these access barriers are in place, the Semantic Web                  

serves to widen the digital divide rather than to narrow it.1,4 Given this, downscaling linked data                

should thus also involve providing linked data in a wider variety of languages. 

For demonstrative purposes, consider an RDF file expressed as a SKOS vocabulary. An             

example of two concepts from a SKOS vocabulary is given in Figure 1. Concepts can have                

multiple labels with different language tags (“@en” / ”@nl”). Because SKOS is an             

internationally recognized standard, this approach is sufficient to facilitate a vocabulary with            

multiple languages in the developed world. For a person completely disconnected from the             

English language however, terms like “broader” and “narrower” are completely foreign. For a             



western person, this language barrier might be emulated by imagining Chinese characters to take              

the place of “broader” ( skos:宽 ). Concept labels for small languages may be added, but if the                  

relations between concepts are not understood the developing world cannot interact with the             

Semantic Web on a level playing field with the developed world. 

 

Figure 1. Classic SKOS example 

Proposed Method 

Similar to how concept labels can be tagged with a language, it would not be far-fetched                

to assume that vocabularies like SKOS can be defined in multiple languages. However, putting              

all languages of a vocabulary in a single document would greatly increase its size. Larger file                

sizes would hinder the accessibility of vocabularies in low-resource infrastructures.2 In order to             

facilitate vocabularies in multiple languages without increasing file sizes, converters could be            

placed in between the requests similar to the HTTP/SMS communication protocol. An example             

of how vocabularies could be distributed in multiple languages is shown in Figure 2. 

  

 

Figure 2. SKOS with multiple language support 

Agents are able to send a request for concepts to the online resource. The language               

setting of the agent is sent along with this request. The result that is sent by the online resource is                    

https://www.draw.io/?page-id=0ZMlRVkRlKBo1Btp_emm&scale=2#G15KYsUL6SQ06KCdyIWoIqu_40UnXzozwT
https://www.draw.io/?page-id=dnngPv0ImzZ6EizQiFEZ&scale=auto#G15KYsUL6SQ06KCdyIWoIqu_40UnXzozwT


converted according to this language setting, allowing the agent to interpret the result regardless              

of English proficiency.  

In order not to interfere with the established Semantic Web of the developed world, the               

different language versions are added as an extension to the vocabulary. This method is              

reminiscent of the so-called slot-and-filler method, which can be used to produce localized             

voice-based services.3 Additional languages can be added to the extension by means of adding              

their translated vocabularies to the translation table. 

Conclusion 

Language localization on the Web is commonplace, allowing Semantic Web vocabularies           

to be localized would increase their availability to non-english speakers in developing countries.             

Actual implementation of the proposed method would undoubtedly face enormous amounts of            

technical difficulties. However, no longer having the English based-terms in vocabularies like            

SKOS, RDF and Dublin Core be considered as access barriers to the Semantic Web would help                

close the digital divide between the developed and the developing world. 
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